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For ages 0-5Can a cow whistle a happy tune? No! But they sure have a lovely smile.In this light-
hearted picture book about cows, learn just how much cows love to chew, even without top
teeth. They graze all day, then rest, and chew some more. Cows Have No Top Teeth is perfect for
home or for classroom read alouds. Kids love shouting out the answers to silly questions like
"Does a cow drink through a straw?" This call and response format is a time-tested method for
keeping kids engaged and interacting, instead of just chewing on the pages.Parents and kids
love it.— “Im 7 years old and Santa brought me this book and it’s my favorite book this year. I
love reading it!”— “I love this book and this series.”— “Cute illustrations and fun commentary
make this a little winner for youngsters – and oldersters”Book 4 of 6 in the Awesome Animals
SeriesOther books in the series:Snakes Have No LegsPigs Never SweatGeckos Don’t
BlinkCows Have No Top TeethTurtles Have Secret EarsChicks Don't Eat CandyThe Awesome
Animals series is a collection of weird but true books for kids about the animal kingdom. Half fact
and half fun, each book features an animal which is missing something that we're taught to
expect should be there. But these animals don’t just thrive despite that absence, they thrive
because of it.All books use a dyslexia-friendly type-face. With dyslexia, we often focus on the
challenges - difficulty reading. But thanks to the way the dyslexic brain is built, people with
dyslexia are often creative, intuitive and highly successful. In other words, those people aren't
thriving despite their dyslexic brain, they are thriving because of it.About Kelly TillsKelly is the
creator of her own uniquely shaped family. She writes silly, funny books for kids. Kelly believes
even the smallest hat-tip, in the simplest of books, can teach our kids how to approach the world.
Kelly’s children’s stories are perfect to read aloud to your little humans, or to have your older kids
read to you (hey, let them flex those new reading skills!). Either way, you’ll enjoy the giggles.
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Grady Harp, “All about chewing cud! - a fun book for learning. Author Kelly Tills has published
four books in her AWESOME ANIMALS series – books that elaborate and entertain about
Snakes, Cows, Geckos, and Pigs, sharing facts about animals that both teach and entertain and
provide some moments of joy.COWS HAVE NO TOP TEETH opens with the statement ‘The
lovely thing about cows is cows have no top teeth. Kids lose their top teeth, but they grow back.
Snails have teeth on their tongues, Narwhals have a head tooth…’ The unique aspects that
cows own - they are good chewers, they love music, and they have lovely smiles. Then the
concept of cow mastication is explained for kids, including grazing, regurgitating after grazing to
chew the food all over again – lots of fun information related in a manner that kids can
understand.Cute illustrations and fun commentary make this a little winner for youngsters – and
oldersters…Grady Harp, November 21”

X, “Enjoyable and dyslexia-friendly read. An excellent book for early independent readers. The
text is simple and broken up into short chunks and varying layouts to help kids process the
words without it being overwhelming. The facts about cows are interesting and funny, and
several other animals are featured too, which will keep young readers engaged.The text
incorporates extra spacing and a bottom-heavy font that makes it accessible to readers with
dyslexia or other language-processing differences. There is no big deal made of this in the text,
so it can be used by all readers in the classroom so no one is singled out. This can be very
valuable for building confidence in a new reader with a divergent processing style.”

Jeanie S, “Fun facts about cows. A funny look on how cows eat. I didn't know that cows had no
top teeth and what a fun fact to learn with your kiddos. Endearing illustrations of cows and how
they eat, how they smile, and how they can bring a smile to your child's face reading this book. A
great book for you and your child to enjoy together!A special thank you to Books Go Social and
Netgalley for the ARC and the opportunity to post an honest review.”

FamilyWithBooks, “Learning something new every day. It’s not often that children’s picture books
teaches me information I hadn’t known. The Awesome Animals series seems to have changed
this! We read Cows Have No Top Teeth – information I did not know! This one talked about how
cows eat, including their love of chewing and how their tummies work. Talks with my kids? Loose
wiggly teeth and what if they have to eat with no teeth (go get some grass!), running around the
room screaming ewwww about the cows bellies, and I had to stop my son from trying to eat his
sisters stuffed toys.”

Emily Godinez, “Educational and a delight. An adorable book for children. I love how fun and
unique these animal books are. I learned multiple new things about animals and it's fun to read!
Kelly Tills did a great job at presenting the information in a cute story book for kids to learn while



listening to a story.”

Penney Woodall, “Enlightening!. This s is a fun series of books about facts we may not have
known otherwise! My kids enjoy them!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I love your book!. Im 7 years old and Santa brought me this book and it’s
my favorite book this year. I love reading it!Nate”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Cute and quick. I enjoyed this. I actually didn’t know that cows didn’t have
top teeth and I’ve hand fed more than one in my life. So that was cool for me! I enjoyed the colors
and illustrations. I gave it a 4 because I read it to my four year old daughter and she wasn’t as
engaged as I was. But I’ll try it again with my sons so they get the info too.”

Sweetpea, “Love This Series. Cows Have No Top Teeth is another installment in the Awesome
Animals series by Kelly Tills. Myself and my little boy love this series and it keeps getting better
and better with each book we read. I love how the books are teaching my little boy about animals
and there are some things in them that I didn't know either.”

Bella, “Good. Wow this is a simple and funny book about cows. Know what they eat and how
they eat all day.”

The book by Kelly Tills has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 36 people have provided feedback.
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